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International Journal of Surgery (2006) 4, 135e136Perspectives on this Issue of the IJSThe Apollo 13 space craft was launched from the Kennedy
Space Centre on 11th April 1970, its mission is to land a group
of men on the moon. It was captained by Commander James
Lovell, who aborted the flight, when an explosion damaged
the facility to generate oxygen. His laconic words, ‘‘Houston
we have a problem’’, were captured for all time in the
Hollywoodmovie by TomHanks who played the role of James
Lovell. To me the most chilling aspect of this real life drama
was witnessing the procedures on the ground in the attempts
to bring the mission home safely. Ken Mattingly, played by
Gary Sinise, had been left behind because of exposure to the
measles virus. He is seen in the mock up of the flight deck
making complicated calculations on fuel reserves, oxygen
reserves, power generation, flight trajectory and heat on
impact with the atmosphere on a slide rule. Yes you heard
me right, a slide rule! 25 years ago the lives of threemen and
the future of a billion dollar space programme depended
on computations on an instrument invented in the 17th Cen-
tury after Napier discovered logarithms. These instruments
now belong to museums.1743-9191/$ - see front matter ª 2006 Surgical Associates Ltd. Publi
doi:10.1016/j.ijsu.2006.07.004In 1970, I had just started work on my thesis and was
carrying out calculations on linear coefficients of regression
using the slide rule. I became quite adept. In those days we
communicated by letter and telephone and looked up
esoteric wisdom in the Encyclopaedia Britannica. An
exchange of letters took seven days at its best and the
Encyclopaedia took up 5 feet of library shelving. Shortly
afterwards I was given access to the ‘‘mainframe com-
puter’’ at Kings College London, I entered my numbers on
punched tape and fed the tape into the maws of this
juggernaut, the size of a London bus, and if I was lucky I
learnt that the answer was 42. With what seems like the
passage of a butterfly, I owned a handheld computer that
did it all and a desk-top computer with about 10 MB of
memory. Following that landmark, the pace of evolution
of what we now know as IT, where computation, communi-
cation and information can all be packaged in a wafer thin
laptop weighing less than 2.0 kg, has left me breathless and
always two steps behind. In this respect the role of Profes-
sor and student has been reversed, in that I remain
constantly indebted to my postgraduate students in keeping
me up to speed. I’m typing this on a PC with a GB of RAM
(already obsolete), the esoteric information in the opening
paragraph had not been stored in my brain but ‘‘Googled’’
(a new verb) in the space of a minute and the finished text
will be e-mailed (another new verb) to the publishers at the
speed of light. I feel that I live in the future. But you ain’t
seen nothing yet.
The two companion editorials, by Riaz Agha (pages
137e143), introduce the reader to our new online platforms
and I don’t want to steal his thunder, but suffice it to say he
has a vision of the future that dwarfs my own. The
revolutions we are witnessing in communication are in my
opinion as important in the history of mankind as the
invention of the written word and the printing press. Like
all new technological leaps it can be used for the power of
good and the power of evil, however, the beauty of www2 is
that all you readers have a role in monitoring its use, adding
to the database; self-correcting and generating a shared
wisdom for the International surgical community.shed by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
136 EditorialSpace does now allowme to write much more, other than
to draw your attention to the winners of the Harold Ellis
prize. Runner up was the paper describing the elegant
experiments by Bassem Emad and his colleagues on the role
of VEGF and the healing of bone grafts (pages 160e166). And
the winner, Alam Hannan, for his history of the development
of thyroid surgery (pages 187e191). This is all the more
appropriate as Professor Harold Ellis, one of the greats of the
20th century surgical teachers, is also one of the great
medical historians of his day. As chance would have it I
bumped into Professor Ellis at the Hunterian Museum at the
Royal College of Surgeons twodays ago. I greeted himwarmlyand introduced him to a friend as one of our greatest living
fossils and he quickly put me in my place by offering me
a good reference if I should apply for a consultant’s post. Now
there’s a man who can keep his feet in the past and reach for
outer space. I’m proud to count him as a friend.
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